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Executive Summary
The vocational education and training systems in Europe are currently facing
huge challenges. Globalisation, demographic change, technological progress
and rapidly progressing digitalisation are transforming the world of work and thus
also requirements on education. Professions with a low requirement profile are
being made redundant while, at the same time, demand for highly qualified
skilled labour is continually increasing.
Additionally, in Europe the youth unemployment rate is very high, which is not
only the consequence of the financial and economic crisis but also due to
education and qualification systems which do not take the specific qualification
needs of the economy sufficiently into account.
At the same time, as European Union continues to confront new challenges due
to globalisation, SMEs need to find new ways to adapt flexibly to a rapidly
changing interconnecting world. As a result, the need for human capital with
specific skills and knowledge in the field of International Commerce (e.g.
International Marketing and branding, net-working, multilingualism, digital skills) is
not covered by the existing HE and VET programmes at the tertiary level.
Taking all the above in to consideration, the project titled: “Joint VET Course for
Export Experts”, and with the acronym EXPOVET, aspires to face these specific
challenges by:
•
developing a further training qualification at higher qualification level (EQF
6) in the field of international commerce for university graduates and
unemployed persons, &
•
strengthening the transnational networking between High Education
Institutes, Vocational Training Providers at tertiary level and labor market.
Based on the above, the aim of this report, elaborated in the framework of WP2:
“Identification of the specific training needs & skills demand”, is to identify and
record the specific skills demand of SMEs and the relevant training needs of High
Education students and graduates, as future employees, in the field of
international commerce in order to promote SMEs’ internalization.
For this reason, 2 separate questionnaires were designed focused on: a) SMEs’
skills demand (the 1st questionnaire), and b) Students’ training needs (the 2nd
questionnaire), in order to be distributed, via e-mails, among the potential
project’s beneficiaries (SMEs & Students) from the three participating countries of
the project EXPOVET, Bulgaria, Greece and Romania.
Moreover, 3 focus groups were organized in the three surveyed countries and 1
transnational Thematic Workshop organized in Bonn in order to examine and
discuss on the results of the 2 above e-researches, at national & transnational
level relatively.
The main results of the above researches are:
•
The most important skills demanded by the participated in the survey SMES
for the growth of their international sales are: a)Export/International Marketing
and Market Development, b)Foreign Language skills, c)Research and selection of
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foreign markets (includes supply markets as well as sales markets), d)Adaptation
of products and services to international markets and e)Building international
relations.
•
The great majority of the participated in the survey students – graduates
are interested to find a job in the field of export appealing and the main reason is
that they have interest for foreign countries. More particularly, the Bulgarian
students – graduates would like to work as marketing manager, the Greek
students –graduates as an import export manager and the Romanian students graduates as a commercial and sales representative.
•
The majority of the participated in the survey students – graduates feel
that they have some relevant knowledge/skill but more development is required
on the skills linked with International Commerce.
•
The perception of students and graduates about the necessary
specialties/tasks and skills in order to promote SMEs’ internalization do not
completely match to what the market really needs. For example, employers from
all three examined countries have rated the specialty of Research and Selection
of Foreign Markets (includes supply markets as well as sales markets) high, while
only the Romanian students – graduates share this view.
•
There are significant differences between the demanded and offered
occupations, such as the occupation of Marketing Manager in Bulgaria, Export
Manager in Greece, and Commercial Sale Representative in Romania.
•
There are also common differentiations among SMEs and Students in the
three countries about the level of importance of specific competencies, such as:
a) Develop New Products/ Services, b) Adapt products and Services to
international market, and c) Implement Strategic Planning,
Finally, the main additional findings emerged from the 3 national focus groups
and the Transnational Thematic Workshop are:
•
The syllabus of the VET course should include a module regarding
certification/validation.
•
An important gap to be addressed and reduced is represented by the
lack of skills related to data analytics.
•
There is absence of a specific framework for matching the two different
ECTS categories (VET, HEIs).
•
The study programs should focus on basic commercial skills, on adjusting
the training on issues as lobby, advocacy and the promotion of the legitimate
interests as well as business & competitive intelligence,
•
The students do not know the market sector therefore they believe that
they are going to work in managerial positions. However, SMEs want to occupy
them in positions that expand their export activities.
•
National Governments’ VET development strategy is not implemented in
time and is reformed and adapted very quickly.
•
Society/parents prefer their children to study at a university instead of
starting a vocational education.
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1. Introduction
In a context of dynamic and complex labour markets, gathering intelligence on
current and future skill needs can support better matching of training and jobs,
which is of paramount importance for every country in the world. In recent years,
better understanding of labour market needs and skills matching have featured
prominently on the policy agenda of many countries, driven by both rapid
technological advances and global competition. Skills matching can also help
reduce unemployment, particularly among young people.
The vocational education and training systems in Europe are currently facing
huge challenges. Globalisation, demographic change, technological progress
and rapidly progressing digitalisation are transforming the world of work and thus
also requirements on education. Professions with a low requirement profile are
being made redundant while, at the same time, demand for highly qualified
skilled labour is continually increasing. Based on a current Cedefop projection a
high qualification level will be required for 46% of the jobs in the European Union
by 2025. The share of jobs with a low qualification level, by contrast, will drop to
13%.
In Europe the youth unemployment rate is very high, which is not only the
consequence of the financial and economic crisis but also due to education and
qualification systems which do not take the specific qualification needs of the
economy sufficiently into account. Many companies, in turn, are complaining
about skilled labour shortage whereas, in specific countries such as Greece,
Romania and Bulgaria the unemployment rate by university graduates and skilled
professionals remains after the crisis relatively high.
In parallel, updated further training offers that would contribute up-skilling are
missing. Many young Europeans lack relevant professional qualifications and
work experience when they enter the labour market. For this reason, VET
programmes need to be specialized towards the specific qualification demand
of companies.
Higher quality VET, with a strong work-based component, that also embeds a
trans-national mobility experience as part of the qualification, is acknowledged
to contribute to reducing Europe’s high level of youth unemployment, by
providing relevant skills for the labour market.
At the same time, as European Union continues to confront new challenges due
to globalisation, SMEs need to find new ways to adapt flexibly to a rapidly
changing interconnecting world. As a result, the need for human capital with
specific skills and knowledge in the field of International Commerce (e.g.
International Marketing and branding, Trend setting/spotting, Supplier and
Costumer relationship/understanding, net-working, multilingualism, intercultural
skills, digital skills) is not covered by the existing HE and VET programmes at the
tertiary level.
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Consequently, HE institutes by exploiting their internal VET structures need to open
up to flexible learning and to introduce more access routes that would focus to
specific skill demands of the labour market and enable broader participation,
beyond their typical academic courses.
Taking all the above in to consideration, the project aspires to face these specific
challenges by elaborating a further training qualification in the field of
international commerce for university graduates and unemployed individuals
and by strengthening the interaction between education and the labour market.
The aim of this report is to identify and record the specific skills demand of SMEs
and the relevant training needs of High Education students and graduates, as
future employees, in the field of international commerce in order to promote
SMEs’ internalization.
For this reason, 2 separate questionnaires were designed focused on: a) SMEs’
skills demand (the 1st questionnaire), and b) Students’ training needs (the 2nd
questionnaire), in order to be distributed, via e-mails, among the potential
project’s beneficiaries (SMEs & Students) from the three participating countries of
the project EXPOVET, Bulgaria, Greece and Romania, taking into consideration
the official classification of occupations and skills of the European Commission.
Moreover, for the purpose of this report three focus groups were organized in the
three surveyed countries in order to examine and discuss on the answers of the
two questionnaires, at national level.
Finally, a transnational Thematic Workshop organized in Bonn at 4 of July 2019 in
order to discuss and confirm the results of the 2 above e-researches, at
transnational level.
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2. Design the e-research methodologies and tools (questionnaires)
In the framework of WP2: “Identification of the specific training needs & skills
demand” of EXPOVET project, an identification of the specific training needs of
the students and skill demands of SMEs on issues concerning internationalization
took place.
In particular 2 e-surveys run via Google Surveys API to research the:
 Specific skills demand of the SME’s on issues concerning their
internationalization.
 Specific training needs of the High Education students and graduates in
the field of international commerce.
The aim of this research report is to collect and synthesize the results of the above
2 e-researches as a necessary information for the EXPOVET project’s partnership
to proceed to the implementation of the next WP3: “Develop joint qualification
profile of the Export Expert” & WP4: “Develop a joint higher VET Course”.
Moreover, the above results are very valuable for policy makers and social actors
(employers, employees, education and training providers and prospective
employees) to maximize the economic value of skills and shape public and
private investment decisions in education and training.
More specific, the 1st research is solely focused to specific skills demand of Small
and Medium Enterprises. The SMEs are the backbone of integrated, smart and
sustainable growth and economic development. In the three examined countries
Bulgaria, Greece and Romania the vast majority of established enterprises are
SMEs and strengthening SMEs will result in job opportunities and greater
prosperity.
SEVE is currently the largest association of exporting companies in Greece and
represents 725companies and business groups throughout the Greek territory. The
membership base of SEVE includes 520 active and dynamic exporting companies
with 41,000 employees and 8,5 billion euro export turnover, corresponding to 40%
of the Greek exports. The membership base is also enlarged with indirect
members of various local and sectoral enterprise organizations.
Taking into consideration this close collaboration of SEVE with the extroversion
community and its members, a questionnaire was carefully designed and
distributed via e-mail by SEVE, and with the contribution of all involved partners, in
order to cover a wide range of specialties, skills and occupations that extrovert
companies find difficult to integrate. According to the project proposal the
sample would be consisted of 50 SMEs from the three participating countries.
The first section of the questionnaire was designed in order to gain all the
valuable data regarding the companies’ size, year of establishment, business
sector, number of employees etc.
The second section was dedicated to the specific specialties/tasks, skills and
occupations that employers seek in order to expand their internationalization, the
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preferred educational background as well as the degree which is more suitable
according to their staff demands. (The questionnaire for the specific skills
demand of extrovert SMEs is available at ANNEX I)
Using the same reasoning, and taking also into consideration that AUTH is the
biggest University in Balkans area, and has very close links with the student
community, the 2nd research was run under the supervision of AUTH solely focused
to training needs of students.
More specific, a 2nd questionnaire was designed and distributed via e-mail by
AUTH, and with the contribution of all involved partners, to the students. The same
specialties/tasks, skills and occupations were used in order to examine the level
of readiness and the perception of the next generation executives of extroversion
companies. According to the project proposal the sample would be consisted of
150 students and graduates from the three participating Higher Education
Institutions.
The first section included information regarding the educational background of
the students and graduates and the field of their studies.
The second section included information regarding why they would pursue a job
in the export department, which specialties/tasks and skills are important
according to their perceptive, for which occupation are more interested and
finally what is the level of readiness or whether more development is required on
specific skills, valuable to the export procedures of an enterprise.
During the designing of the questionnaire dedicated to the students and
graduates, we found of paramount importance to include also the perception of
the surveyed sample. These answers will help us understand and mark the
tendency of the new aspiring entrepreneurs and the expectations of the new
export business executives. (The questionnaire for the specific skills demand of
extrovert SMEs is available at ANNEX II).
Moreover, three focus groups were implemented in the three examined
countries, to:
 take a feed-back from the relevant stakeholders of each country on the
results of the above e-researches at national level,
 discuss thoroughly the main problems and restrictions that unemployed
individuals and university graduates face in order to work in the field of
international commerce.
The results of these two e-researches led to a training/competency matrix tool
which is a document comparing the required competencies for a position to the
export department of a SME with the current skill level of the students and
graduates which will perform these occupations in the near future. In addition,
valuable data occur in order to develop a qualification profile for skilled staff in
international commerce.
Finally, a transnational Thematic Workshop organized in Bonn at 4 of July 2019,
with the participation of the whole project partnership and external experts from
different departments of Bibb and the German Office for International Co-
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operation in Vocational Education and Training, in order to discuss and confirm
the results of the 2 above e-researches, at transnational level.

3. General Company’s Information of the participating SMEs
The questionnaire was distributed to the three examined countries of the project
Bulgaria, Greece and Romania. More particularly, there were 22 surveyed SMEs
from Bulgaria, 20 from Greece and 17 from Romania. There are 59 SMEs in total
and the overall goal of 50 participating SMEs, according to the project proposal,
was achieved.
COUNTRY

RESPONSES

BULGARIA 22
GREECE

20

ROMANIA

17

TOTAL

59

Table 1: Responses per country
As regards the business sector of our sample the 27,27% of the participating SMEs
from Bulgaria belong to the education or consulting sector, the 25,00% of Greek
SMEs are involved in the agricultural activities and the 29,41% of the Romanian
SMEs are involved in the food and beverages sector.
BUSINESS SECTOR

BULGARIA GREECE ROMANIA

Agricultural

4,55%

25,00%

0,00%

18,18%

10,00%

0,00%

Electronics

13,64%

5,00%

11,76%

Food and beverages

4,55%

15,00%

29,41%

Leather – Fur

0,00%

0,00%

0,00%

Machinery

9,09%

0,00%

11,76%

Metallurgy

0,00%

10,00%

0,00%

Other (consulting, education)

27,27%

20,00%

23,53%

Stone- Ceramic – Glass

0,00%

0,00%

0,00%

Textile – Clothing- Footwear

4,55%

5,00%

17,65%

Wood- Paper

18,18%

10,00%

5,88%

ChemicalsPlastic
Pharmaceuticals

–Cosmetics

–

Table 2: Business sector per country
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As we can observe from the analyzed data of the figure below, the surveyed
companies from Bulgaria mostly employ less than 10 employers (77,27%) and
belong to the category of micro companies. On the other hand, the Greek
(45,00%) and Romanian (41,18%) surveyed companies mostly employ 51 to 250
employers and belong to the category of medium-sized companies.

How many staff members does your company have
today?
90,00%
80,00%
70,00%
60,00%
50,00%
40,00%
30,00%
20,00%
10,00%
0,00%

77,27%

41,18%

45,00%
41,18%

40,00%
18,18%

15,00%

17,65%
4,55%

Less than 10

11 to 50
BULGARIA

51 to 250

GREECE

ROMANIA

Figure 1: Number of staff per country
Next, the surveyed companies where questioned about the type of employment
they mostly use/prefer, according to their business activities. The type of
employment can be permanent or temporary and full or part time. This can vary
if the business activities of the participating company are affected by seasonality
and demand.
The Bulgarian companies tend to prefer the permanent (59,09%)

Bulgaria
100,00%
90,00%
80,00%
70,00%
60,00%
50,00%
40,00%
30,00%
20,00%
10,00%
0,00%

86,36%

59,09%

22,73%
13,64%
4,55%4,55%
0-25%

25%-50%
Permanent
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Figure 2: Type of employment in Bulgaria , permanent or temporary
Additionally, the Bulgarian companies prefer full time (54,55%) type of
employment.

Bulgaria
80,00%
70,00%
60,00%
50,00%
40,00%
30,00%
20,00%
10,00%
0,00%
0-25%

25%-50%
Full time

50%-75%

75%-100

Part time

Figure 3: Type of employment in Bulgaria, full time or part time

The same system prevails on the Greek companies with the percentages being
even higher. The Greek managers prefer at a rate 80,00% permanent type of
employment. and 75,00% for full time employers.

Greece
90,00%

80,00%

80,00%

80,00%
70,00%
60,00%
50,00%
40,00%
30,00%
20,00%

10,00%

10,00%

5,00%
0,00%

15,00%
10,00%
0,00%

0,00%
0-25%

25%-50%
Permanent

50%-75%

75%-100

Temporary

Figure 4: Figure 3: Type of employment in Greece, full time or part time
And at a rate 75,00% full time employers.
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Greece
90,00%

80,00%

75,00%

80,00%
70,00%
60,00%
50,00%
40,00%
30,00%
20,00%

10,00%

10,00%
10,00%

10,00%
5,00%

10,00%

0,00%

0,00%
0-25%

25%-50%
Full time

50%-75%

75%-100%

Part time

Figure 5: Type of employment in Greece, full time or part ti me
Finally, in Romania the same systems applies with 82,35% permanent contracts.

Romania
100,00%
90,00%
80,00%
70,00%
60,00%
50,00%
40,00%
30,00%
20,00%
10,00%
0,00%

88,24%

5,88%
0-25%

82,35%

5,88%
0,00%
25%-50%
Permanent

11,76%
5,88%
50%-75%

0,00%
75%-100

Temporary

Figure 6: Type of employment in Romania, full time or part time
And 70,59% full time employment contracts.
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Romania
100,00%
90,00%
80,00%
70,00%
60,00%
50,00%
40,00%
30,00%
20,00%
10,00%
0,00%

94,12%
70,59%

17,65%
5,88%
0,00%
0-25%

25%-50%
Full time

11,76%
0,00%

0,00%

50%-75%

75%-100%

Part time

Figure 7: Type of employment in Romania, full time or part time
It is assumed that the examined sample is not affected by the seasoning of its
products and services that is the reason in all three examined countries the type
of permanent and full time employment is preferred.
Another topic that the SMEs were questioned is the year of their establishment. As
it observed from the below table the Bulgarian companies of our sample were
mostly founded less than 10 years ago (50,00%), the Greek companies were
founded over than 20 years (35,29%), while the Romanian companies have been
established at an overwhelming rate between 20 and 10 years (80,00%).

When was your company founded?
90,00%

80,00%

80,00%
70,00%
60,00%

50,00%

50,00%
40,00%
30,00%

35,29%35,29%
29,41%

27,27%
22,73%

20,00%

10,00%10,00%

10,00%
0,00%
BULGARIA
Less than 10 years

GREECE
Between 20 to 10 years

ROMANIA
Over than 20 years

Figure 8: Year of establishment
As regards the annual turnover of the companies of our sample, the most
Bulgarian (90,91%) and Romanian (58,82%) companies perform an annual
turnover less than 2 million. In Greece the case differentiates as 35,00% have an
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annual turnover less than 2 million and 35,00% have an annual turnover between
2 and 10 million.

How much is the annual turover of your
company?
Over than 50 million
Between 10 million and 50 million
Between 2 million and 10 million

11,76%
10,00%
23,53%
20,00%
5,88%
9,09%

Less than 2 million
0,00%
ROMANIA

35,00%
58,82%

35,00%
20,00%
GREECE

40,00%

90,91%
60,00%

80,00%

100,00%

BULGARIA

Figure 9: Annual turnover
As regards their extroversion, the Bulgarian (40,91%) and Romanian (47,06%)
companies have less than 10% of exports on their annual turnover, a rate which
demonstrates low export activity. In Greece on the other hand, the companies of
our sample declared higher extroversion. The 30,00% have the percentage of
exports on the annual turnover between 11% to 25%, while another 30,00% have
the percentage of exports on the annual turnover between 75% to 100%
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What is the percentage of exports on the annual
turover?
29,41%
30,00%

Between 75% to 100%
Between 51% to 75%

0,00%

Between 26% to 50%
Between 11% to 25%

20,00%

13,64%

23,53%
22,73%

5,00%
0,00%

22,73%

Less than 10%

30,00%
47,06%

15,00%

0,00%

10,00%
ROMANIA

40,91%

20,00%
GREECE

30,00%

40,00%

50,00%

BULGARIA

Figure 10: Percentage of exports
Concerning the managerial structure of the participating SMEs, the surveyed
companies were asked if they have an organized or stand – alone export depart
in order to exploit their international activities. Both in Bulgaria (59,09%) and in
Romania (58,82%) the majority of the participating companies do not have an
organized or stand-alone export department. In Greece the 55,00% stated that
their companies have an export department.

Does your company have an organized
or stand-alone export department?
70,00%

59,09%

60,00%
50,00%

58,82%

55,00%
45,00%

40,91%

41,18%

40,00%
30,00%
20,00%
10,00%
0,00%
BULGARIA

GREECE
YES

ROMANIA

NO

Figure 11: Organized or stand-alone export department
Then, if the case was that the company has an export department, the
companies needed to clarify how many employers operate in the particular
department. In all of the three examined countries the majority of the companies
employ 1 to 3 people in the export department. Specifically, in Bulgaria that rate
is 66,75%, in Greece is 58,33% and in Romania is 50,00%.
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Clarify how much staff there is at the
export department:
70,00%
60,00%

66,67%
58,33%
50,00%

50,00%
33,33%

40,00%
30,00%

25,00%

22,22%

20,00%

12,50%

10,00%

11,11% 12,50%

8,33%
0,00%

0,00%

0,00%
Between 1 to 3
people

4 to 7 people
BULGARIA

8 to 10 people

GREECE

More than 10
people

ROMANIA

Figure 12: Number of staff of the export department
On the other hand, if the case was that the company do not have an organized
export department, they needed to clarify how many employees are usually
involved in order to exploit the export activities. Again, the majority of the SMEs
involve 1 to 3 people for the export activities. That rate in Bulgaria and Greece is
100% and in Romania 75,00%.

Clarify how many people are usually
involved in export business activities:
120,00%
100,00%
80,00%
60,00%
40,00%
20,00%
0,00%

Between 1 to 3
people

4 to 7 people

8 to 10 people

More than 10
people

BULGARIA

100,00%

0,00%

0,00%

0,00%

GREECE

100,00%

0,00%

0,00%

0,00%

ROMANIA

75,00%

16,67%

8,33%

0,00%

BULGARIA

GREECE

ROMANIA

Figure 13: Number of staff usually involved in export activities
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4. Mapping the specific skills that promote extroversion
In order to identify and record the specific skills that are useful for the companies
to promote their internationalization we first need to examine the educational
background of the existing staff.
The majority of the Bulgarian employees (75%-100%) are university graduates
(36,36%), following the employees who have finished the secondary education
(13,64%) while graduates of vocal training and postgraduates represent the
4,55%.
Most of Greek employees (75%-100%) have finished the secondary education
(40,00%), following the graduates of vocal training (25,00%), the university
graduates (20,00%) the 5,00% are postgraduates and there no doctoral degree
employees.
The majority of the Romanian employees (75%-100%) have finished the
secondary education and are university graduates at a rate 23,53% respectively.
The 11,75% are post graduates, the 5,88% hold a doctoral degree and the are no
graduates of vocal training graduates.

Educational Background of sample's staff
45,00%
40,00%
35,00%
30,00%
25,00%
20,00%
15,00%
10,00%
5,00%
0,00%
Secondary
Education

Graduate
Vocal
Training

University
Graduate

Postgraduate

Doctoral
Degree

BULGARIA

13,64%

4,55%

36,36%

4,55%

0,00%

GREECE

40,00%

25,00%

20,00%

5,00%

0,00%

ROMANIA

23,53%

0,00%

23,53%

11,76%

5,88%

BULGARIA

GREECE

ROMANIA

Figure 14: Educational Background of sample's staff
Taking into consideration the export procedure of the SMEs and the official
classification of the European Commission, the questioned companies were
asked to choose the most important specialties that are necessary for the growth
of their export activities.
As regards the Bulgarian companies the most important specialties/tasks for the
growth of their export activities are considered to be: Research and selection of
Foreign markets (includes supply markets as well as sales markets) (50,00%), Digital
Marketing (45,45%), Ensure payment from abroad (40,91%), International
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Strategic Management (40,91%), Export/ International Marketing and Market
Development (40,91%) and Foreign language skills (40,91%). On the other hand
the least important specialties/tasks are Import-export procedures (Ensure the
effective issuing of permits and licenses in export processes) (22,73%),
International and combined transport (international logistics)
(22,73%),
International Business Negotiations (including allowance and price negotiations
with international customers) (22,73%), Trading law (22,73%) and VAT and other
tax issues for import / export (18,18%).
Regarding the Greek SMEs the most important specialties/tasks for their
extroversion are Export/ International Marketing and Market Development
(65,00%), Foreign language skills (65,00%), Organizing and participating at
exhibitions abroad (65,00%), Customs procedures and e-customs (55,00%),
organizing and participating at exhibitions abroad (55,00%), Import-export
procedures (Ensure the effective issuing of permits and licenses in export
processes) (55,00%) and Research and selection of Foreign markets (includes
supply markets as well as sales markets) (55,00%). On the contrary, the least
important specialties/tasks are import- International Financial Management
(10,00%), Trading law (15,00%) and Digital Marketing (25,00%).
Finally, the Romanian companies believe that in order to expand their
international sales the following specialties/tasks are necessary: Research and
selection of Foreign markets (includes supply markets as well as sales markets)
(64,71%), Export/ International Marketing and Market Development (52,94%),
Foreign language skills (52,94%) and Digital Marketing (52,94%), International
Business Negotiations (including allowance and price negotiations with
international customers) (47,06%) and Intercultural
knowledge
and
understanding, e.g. different mentalities & manners (47,06%). Least important
specialties/tasks are Risk Management (23,53%) and Customs procedures and ecustoms (17,65%).
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SPECIALTIES/TASKS

BULGARIA

GREECE

ROMANIA

Customs procedures and e-customs

27,27%

55,00%

17,65%

Digital Marketing

45,45%

25,00%

52,94%

Ensure payment from abroad

40,91%

30,00%

29,41%

Export/ International Marketing and Market
Development
40,91%

65,00%

52,94%

Foreign language skills

40,91%

65,00%

52,94%

Import-export procedures (Ensure the
effective issuing of permits and licenses in
export processes)
22,73%

55,00%

35,29%

Innovation
skills
(research
development, design new products)

27,27%

40,00%

29,41%

Intercultural
knowledge
and
understanding, e.g. different mentalities &
manners
31,82%

30,00%

47,06%

International and combined
(international logistics)

22,73%

45,00%

41,18%

International
Business
Negotiations
(including
allowance
and
price
negotiations with international customers)
22,73%

40,00%

47,06%

International Financial Management

27,27%

10,00%

29,41%

International Strategic Management

40,91%

35,00%

29,41%

Organizing and participating at exhibitions
abroad
36,36%

65,00%

41,18%

Research and selection of Foreign markets
(includes supply markets as well as sales
markets)
50,00%

55,00%

64,71%

Risk Management

27,27%

35,00%

23,53%

Sales advisory service for international
customers
31,82%

40,00%

41,18%

Trading law

22,73%

15,00%

29,41%

VAT and other tax issues for import / export

18,18%

35,00%

35,29%

and

transport

Table 3: Specialties/tasks necessary for the growth of export activities
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Another critical point of this report is to identify the degrees that employers
consider to be more applicable in order to perform and expand the international
sales of their companies.
Both Bulgarian (71,82%) and Greek (67,00%) SMEs believe that economic
graduates are more appropriate to staff their export department, while the
Romanian companies (77,65%) prefer marketing and business administration
graduates. All three examined countries believe that mathematicians are less
suitable candidates for performing export activities.

Which degree fits more to your
company?
100,00%
80,00%

71,82%74,12%

77,65%
66,36%

60,00%
40,00%

67,00%

64,00%

20,00%

65,88%
54,55%

49,41%
37,27%40,00%
35,45%

54,00%
26,00%

29,00%

Legal – Law
School

Mathematic

0,00%
Economic

Marketing and
Business
Administration
BULGARIA

Polytechnic Engineer
GREECE

ROMANIA

Figure 15: Suitable/preferable degree

There are some occupations that employers are faceting difficulty in order to
recruit the suitable candidate in order to work on export activities.
According to the figure below, all three examined countries find difficulty at
recruiting commercial sales representatives, Bulgarian companies at a rate
64,71%, Greek companies at a rate 45,00% and Romanian 40,91%. Other hard to
find occupations are for the Bulgarian companies import export manager
(45,45%), for the Greek companies also import export manager (45,00%) and for
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the

Romanian

companies

marketing

manager

(35,29%).

For which occupations you find difficulty recruiting the
suitable candidate?
17,65%
Other (Chemical Engineer, Information… 5,00%
4,55%
Marketing Manager
35,00%
International Forwarding Operations Coordinator

10,00%

Import Export Manager
Destination Manager

Administrative Assistant

17,65%
27,27%
17,65%
45,00%

5,88%
10,00%

Commercial Sales Representative

35,29%
36,36%

45,45%

27,27%
45,00%

40,91%

64,71%

11,76%
15,00%9,09%

0,00% 10,00%20,00%30,00%40,00%50,00%60,00%70,00%
ROMANIA

GREECE

BULGARIA

Figure 16: Hard to find occupations

Managers and CEOs of companies with international sales are always searching
for ways to expand their export activities. For that reasons employers are
searching for staff who have the necessary skills.

The most important skills for the Bulgarian companies in order to expand their
international sales are adapt products and services to international market (3,9
level of importance) analyse International Market Trends (3,8 level importance)
and management of supply chain (3,8 level of importance). As regards, the
Greek companies important skills for their extroversion are develop new
products/services (4,1 level of importance), build international relations (4,05 level
of importance) and adapt products and services to international market (4 level
of importance). Accordingly, for the Romanian companies the most important
skills are adapt products and services to international market (4,3 level of
importance), build International Relations (4,2 level of importance) and develop
new products/services (4,2 level of importance).
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SKILLS

BULGARIA

Develop New Products/ Services
Adapt products and services to
international market
Draw Up Marketing and Sales Plan
Support Implementation of Quality
Management Systems
Analyse International Market Trends
Implement Strategic Planning
Communicate Commercial and Technical
Issues In Foreign Languages
Build International Relations
Management of Supply Chain
Organizing and participating at exhibitions
abroad
VAT and other tax issues for import / export
Customs law
Table 4: Important skills for export activities

GREECE ROMANIA

3,59

4,10

4,24

3,95
3,36

4,00
3,85

4,35
3,59

3,55
3,82
3,41

3,75
3,20
3,85

3,29
3,82
3,94

3,50
3,68
3,77

3,50
4,05
3,55

3,53
4,24
3,41

2,86
2,68
2,82

3,85
3,00
3,10

3,76
3,41
3,12

Another critical point of this to report is to examine if the participating companies
develop human resource activities and if that is the case how .The Bulgarian
companies at a rate 54,55% do not apply human resource development
activities. In Greece, only half of the questioned companies have human
resource development activities. On the contrary, in Romania 74,47% develop
human resource activities.

Does your company have human
resource development activities?
100,00%
76,47%

80,00%
60,00%

54,55%
45,45%

50,00% 50,00%

40,00%

23,53%

20,00%
0,00%
BULGARIA

GREECE
YES

ROMANIA

NO

Figure 17: Human Resource activities
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As it observed by the figure below, in all three countries the human resource
activities are provided internally, by the company’s employers, in Bulgaria that
rate is 54,55%, in Greece is 60,00% and in Romania 50,00%. Also, a significant rate
develop the human recourse activities combined per defined needs, meaning
outsourced, training, seminars, conferences, consultancy outside or inside the
company or internally, provided by the company’s employers. That rate in
Bulgaria is 45,45%, in Greece 20,00% and in Romania 42,86%.

How you develop human resource activities?
70,00%
60,00%
50,00%
40,00%
30,00%
20,00%
10,00%
0,00%

60,00%
54,55%
50,00%

45,45% 42,86%
20,00%
10,00%
7,14%
0,00%

10,00%
0,00% 0,00%

Internally, provided
Outsourced,
Outsourced,
by the company’s training, seminars, training, seminars,
conferences,
conferences,
employers
consultancy outside consultancy within
the company
the company
BULGARIA

GREECE

Combined per
defined needs

ROMANIA

Figure 18: the way of developing human resource activi ties
To end with, the participating companies were asked if they plan to employ news
staff in the near future and the answers are very optimistic. In Bulgaria 59,09% of
the companies surveyed are planning to employ new staff in the near future, in
Greece 90,00% and in Romania 70,59%.

Are you planning to employ new staff in the near
future?
100,00%

90,00%

80,00%
60,00%

70,59%
59,09%
40,91%

40,00%

29,41%

20,00%

10,00%

0,00%
BULGARIA

GREECE
YES

ROMANIA

NO

Figure 19: Plans to employ new staff
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5. General information of Students and Graduates Students of the
three participating HEI
The questionnaire was distributed to the three Higher Education Institutions of the
project the University of National and World Economy, the Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki and the Bucharest University of Economic Studies representing the
three examined countries, Bulgaria, Greece and Romania. More particularly
there were 54 responses from Greece, 60 from Bulgaria and 63 from Romania
and the overall goal of 150 students and graduates was achieved.
COUNTRY

RESPONSES

GREECE

54

BULGARIA

60

ROMANIA

63

TOTAL

177

Table 5: Students and graduates per country
As regards the students’ and graduates’ age of our sample the majority of the
respondents belong to the age group of 18-24. In Greece 32 students are
between 18-24, in Bulgaria 43 and in Romania 42. On the other hand there are
very few students and graduates in the age group of over 50 years old, 0 in
Greece and 1 in Bulgaria and Romania respectively.

Students' Age (By country)
Greece

Bulgaria

Romania

43 42
32

17

4
18-24

25-30

6

8
4

7
1

31-40

4

7
0

41-50

1

1

>50

Figure 20: Students’ age per country

As we can observe from the analyzed data of the figure below from the responds
of the three examined HEIs the majority of the students are either currently
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pursuing the Bachelor degree, in Greece 26 students, in Bulgaria 31 and in
Romania 34 or master degree in Greece 26, in Bulgaria 31 and in Romania 34.

Current Degree that Students are pursuing (By country)
Romania
I do not study at the moment
PhD

0
0

2

Bulgaria

5

1
2

Master

16

Bachelor
Certificate of Vocational Training
High School Diploma

Greece

28

22
26

0

1

31

34

3

0
2

4

Figure 21: Current studies of the students

Next, the surveyed students and graduates were questioned about the field of
the studies. 72% of our sample study economics, 11% study business
administration 7% study other sciences not included in our questionnaire such as
data science, education studies, political sciences, marketing, project
management, international business & economics and international affairs. Also,
there are students in the legal studies (5%), in the engineering (5%) and exact
sciences (2%).
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Field of Studies (All countries)
Other
7%

Exact Sciences
2%
Legal Studies
5%
Engineering
Studies
3%
Business
Administration
Studies
11%

Economic Studies
72%

*other: Data Science, Education Studies, Political Sciences, Marketing,
Project Management, International Business & Economics, International Affairs

Figure 22: Field of studies

6. Mapping the special training needs of the students graduates in
the field of international commerce
One very interesting subject of this report is to examine the perceptive of students
and graduates as regards the attractiveness of a job in the export department of
a company. It is interesting that the majority of the respondents find this field
appealing at a rate 74,% in Greece, 68,3% in Bulgaria and 58,7% in Romania. The
rates of the respondents that would probably not choose a job in tis field are
relatively low 5,6% in Greece, 3,3% in Bulgaria and 19% in Romania.

Is a job in the field of export appealing? (By country)
Greece
74,1%

Bulgaria

Romania

68,3%
58,7%

19,0%
5,6%
Yes

20,4%

28,3%

22,2%

3,3%
No

Maybe

Figure 23: Attractiveness of a job in the field of export
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Analyzing the data furthermore, the respondents were questioned the specific
reasons they find appealing a job in the field of exports.
The Greek students believe it offers a positive job perspective (48,1%), they have
interest for foreign countries (42,6%) and that is a growing sector of activity
(27,8%).
The Bulgarian students have interest for foreign countries (56,7%), believe it offers
a positive job perspective (53,3%), and that is a growing sector of activity
(48,3%).
The Romanian students have interest for foreign countries (63,5%), believe it offers
a positive job perspective (38,1%), and to support the local/regional/national
economy (31,7%)/

Figure 24: Reasons for pursuing a job in the field of exports

As regards the work experience of the examined sample in the field of
international commerce it is observed that 66,7% of the Greek respondents, the
50,0% of the Bulgarian respondents and the 65,1% have none involvement to this
particular field so far. On the other hand, 33,3% of Greek students, 50% of
Bulgarian students and 34,9% of Romanian students have been involved in this
sector of the industry.
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Work experience in the field of international commerce
Greece

Bulgaria

Romania
66,7%

50,0%

65,1%
50,0%

34,9%

33,3%

Yes

No

Figure 25: Work experience in the field of international commerce

In order to value the work experience of the respondents, in the next question
they had to clarify the time of their involvement. Gained work experience in the
field of international sales for more than two years the Bulgarian students have at
a rate 36,7%, the Greek students at a rate 16,7% and the Romania at a rate
40,9%. Experience less than six months of working display the Bulgarian students
at a rate 30,0%, the Greek students at a rate 38,9% and the Romanian at a rate
31,8%.

Time of work experience
Greece

Bulgaria

Romania
40,9%
36,7%

38,9%
30,0%31,8%

27,8%
23,3%
18,2%

16,7%
9,1%

Less than 6 months

6 months to 1 year

16,7%

10,0%

1 year to 2 years

More than 2 years

Figure 26: Time of work experience

Another critical point of this report is to examine the perception of students and
graduates about the important specialties/tasks that are necessary in order to
perform the export activities.
The most important specialties/tasks in order to distinguish to the international
sales are according to the Bulgarian students and candidates are Research and
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selection of foreign markets (includes supply markets as well as sales markets)
(4,65 level of importance), import-export procedures (Ensure the effective issuing
of permits and licenses in export processes) (4,61 level of importance) and
foreign language skills (4,61 level of importance).
The Greek students and graduates believe that foreign language skills (4,46 level
of importance), innovation skills (research and development, design new
products) (4,35 level of importance) and import-export procedures (Ensure the
effective issuing of permits and licenses in export processes) (4,24 level of
importance) are the most useful and valuable specialties/tasks in order to
operate the export activities.
The Romanian students feel that International Business Negotiations (including
allowance and price negotiations with international customers) (4,35 level of
importance), foreign language skills (4,32 level of importance) and Intercultural
knowledge and understanding, e.g. different mentalities & manners (4,29 level of
importance) are considered to be the most important specialties/tasks regarding
the international commerce.
SKILLS
GREECE BULGARIA ROMANIA
Export/ International Marketing and Market
Development
3,98
4,53
4,11
Research and selection of Foreign markets
(includes supply markets as well as sales markets)
4,07
4,65
4,16
Digital Marketing
4,17
4,43
4,13
Import-export procedures (Ensure the effective
issuing of permits and licenses in export processes)
4,24
4,62
4,05
International and combined transport
(international logistics)
4,02
4,25
3,94
VAT and other tax issues for import / export
3,81
4,23
3,92
Customs procedures and e-customs
4,04
4,35
4,05
International Financial Management
4,00
4,52
3,84
Ensure payment from abroad
4,20
4,45
3,76
Risk Management
4,07
4,45
4,02
Organizing and participating at exhibitions abroad
4,06
3,78
3,75
Innovation skills (research and development,
design new products)
4,35
4,38
3,97
International Strategic Management
4,26
4,53
3,86
International Business Negotiations (including
allowance and price negotiations with
international customers)
4,19
4,50
4,35
Sales advisory service for international customers
3,96
4,20
3,92
Trading law
4,04
4,28
3,95
Foreign language skills
4,46
4,62
4,32
Intercultural knowledge and understanding, e.g.
different mentalities & manners
4,13
4,50
4,29
Table 6: Importance of specialties/tasks regarding export activities
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Another interesting topic of this report is to examine the demand of the various
occupations of the international sales department as it is formed by our sample.
As it is observed the Bulgarian students and graduates is more likely to pursue o
job as a marketing manager (60,00%) and less likely as an administrative assistant
(15,00%).
The Greek students and graduates would preferably been occupied as an
import export manager (31,48%) rather than a destination manager (18,52%).
The Romanian students will pursue a job description of a commercial and sales
representative (38,10%) and not an administrative assistant (9,52%).

Occupations to pursue in the future (By country)
Romania

Other

Administrative Assistant

Bulgaria

Greece

3,17%
6,67%
5,56%
9,52%
15,00%
29,63%

Marketing Manager

28,57%
60,00%
42,59%

International Forwarding Operations
Coordinator
Commercial Sales Representative

20,63%
36,67%
25,93%
28,57%
26,67%
22,22%
38,10%
46,67%
31,48%

Import Export Manager

Destination Manager

22,22%
20,00%
18,52%

Figure 27: Occupations to pursue in the future
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Finally the selected students and graduates were questioned about the level of
knowledge in each of the selected and examined competences of this report
taking into consideration their studies so far. The answers cover a variety of no
knowledge/skill (level of knowledge 1) to fully knowledgeable/skill no/very little
development required (level of knowledge 5). The purpose of this question is to
examine the level of readiness of our sample to work to the field of international
sales.
The Bulgarian students and graduates are more ready to communicate
commercial and technical issues in foreign languages (level of knowledge 4,17)
analyze international market trends (level of knowledge4,17), build international
relations (level of knowledge 4) and draw up marketing and sales plan (level of
knowledge 4). On the other hand, they need further development to the fields of
customs law (level of knowledge 3), organizing and participating at exhibitions
abroad (level of knowledge 3,33) and support implementation of quality
management systems (level of knowledge 3,33).
The Greek students and graduates feel less familiar with the competencies of the
export procedures and believe that more development is required as all
competencies are rated between 2,34 level of knowledge to 3,20 level of
knowledge. On the other hand, the most development is required to fields of
management of supply chain (level of knowledge 2,34), customs law (level of
knowledge 2,37) and support implementation of quality management systems
(level of knowledge 2,37).
The same case prevails to the level of knowledge of the Romanian students and
graduates with the rates ranged between 2,80 level of knowledge to 3,84 level of
knowledge. More development is required to the field of customs law (level of
knowledge 2,80) while less development is required to the field of
communication commercial and technical issues in foreign languages (level of
knowledge 3,84).
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Average level of knowledge (By Country )
Romania
Customs law
VAT and other tax issues for import / export
Organizing and participating at exhibitions abroad
Management of Supply Chain

Bulgaria

Greece

2,37

2,80
3,00
2,91
3,29
3,33

2,57

3,11

Implement Strategic Planning

2,74

Develop New Products/ Services

3,84
4,17
3,20
3,35
3,67
3,36

Analyse International Market Trends

Adapt products and services to international market

3,93
4,00

3,17

Communicate Commercial and Technical Issues In…

Draw Up Marketing and Sales Plan

3,83

2,34

Build International Relations

Support Implementation of Quality Management…

3,83

2,49

2,74
2,95
2,37

3,33

3,25
2,89
3,25
2,60
3,04
2,60

4,17

4,00
3,83
3,67

Figure 28: Level of knowledge
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7. Comparative analysis of the 2 researches
The first comparative analysis examines whether the manager of extrovert SMEs
and the future employees of the export departments have the same perception
of the importance and necessity of the selected and examined specific skills in
order to expand the international sales of a company.
Examining the Bulgarian responses of managers and students it is observed that
two specialties/tasks are matched on a rating of top 6 specialties of each
category: Research and selection of Foreign markets (includes supply markets as
well as sales markets) and Foreign language skills. It is also observed that
marketing is top priority for Bulgarian exporters as specialties/tasks such as digital
marketing and Export/ International Marketing and Market Development are
included in that list, which is not the case for the Bulgarian students -graduates
SMEs

BULGARIA
STUDENTS - GRADUATES

Research and selection of Foreign Research and selection of foreign
markets (includes supply markets as markets (includes supply markets as well
well as sales markets)
as sales markets)

Digital Marketing

import-export procedures (Ensure the
effective issuing of permits and licenses
in export processes)

Ensure payment from abroad

Foreign language skills

International Strategic Management

International Finance Management

International Business Negotiations
Export/ International Marketing and (including allowance and price
Market Development
negotiations with international
customers)
Intercultural knowledge and
Foreign language skills
understanding, e.g. different mentalities
& manners
Table 7: Bulgarian employers and students rating of specialties /tasks
Examining the Greek responses we also have 2 matches on a top 6
specialties/tasks of employers and students: Import-export procedures (Ensure the
effective issuing of permits and licenses in export processes) and foreign
language skills. Specialties/tasks such as international marketing and
participating at exhibitions abroad which are valuable to the employers are not
listed high according to the opinion of students – graduates.
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SMEs

GREECE
STUDENTS - GRADUATES

Export/ International Marketing and
Market Development
Foreign Language skills

Innovation skills-research and
development, design new products
International strategic management

Organizing and participating at
exhibitions abroad

Ensure payment from above

Research and selection of Foreign
markets (includes supply markets as
well as sales markets)
Customs procedures and e-customs

Foreign language skills
import-export procedures (Ensure the
effective issuing of permits and licenses
in export processes)

International business negotiations
Import-export procedures (Ensure the
including allowance and price
effective issuing of permits and licenses negotiations with international
in export processes)
customers
Table 8: Greek employers and students rating of specialties/tasks
Examining the results from the Romanian answers of employers and students –
graduates it is very impressive that the top 6 specialties/tasks of each sample
completely matches each other. The Romanian students and graduates seem to
have a better perspective to that the market really needs.
ROMANIA
SMEs
STUDENTS - GRADUATES
International business negotiations
Research and selection of Foreign
including allowance and price
markets (includes supply markets as well
negotiations with international
as sales markets)
customers
Export/ International Marketing and
Market Development
Foreign language skills
Intercultural knowledge &
understanding- e.g. different
Foreign language skills
mentalities & manners
Export/ International Marketing and
Digital Marketing
Market Development
International Business Negotiations
Research and selection of Foreign
(including allowance and price
Markets (includes supply markets as
negotiations with international customers) well as sales market)
Intercultural knowledge and
understanding, e.g. different mentalities &
manners
Digital Marketing
Table 9: Romanian employers and students rating of specialties/tasks
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The results of this comparative analysis shows that the perception of students and
graduates do not completely match to what the market really needs. One
important observation is that both of our samples strongly believe that foreign
language skills is of paramount importance for the operation of export activities.
Also, employers from all three examined countries have rated the specialty/task
of Research and selection of Foreign markets (includes supply markets as well as
sales markets) high while only the Romanian students – graduates share this view.
The second comparative analysis per country examines the demand and offer of
the various occupations at the export department of a company.
As regards the Bulgaria the biggest difference is detected to the occupation of
marketing manager as the Bulgarian employers face difficulties recruiting suitable
candidates (36,36%) and on the other hand only 15,00% of Bulgarian students
and graduates will pursue that occupation.

Bulgaria
Other (Chemical Engineer, Information Technology)

6,67%
4,55%

Marketing Manager

15,00%

International Forwarding Operations Coordinator

36,36%
60,00%

27,27%
36,67%
45,45%

Import Export Manager
26,67%
27,27%

Destination Manager

46,67%
40,91%

Commercial Sales Representative
Administrative Assistant

9,09%

20,00%

0,00% 10,00% 20,00% 30,00% 40,00% 50,00% 60,00% 70,00%
STUDENTS

SMEs

Table 29: Demand and offer of occupations (Bulgaria)
Examining the Greek case the biggest difference is observed at the occupation
of import export manager, as the employers of cannot find easily candidates
(45,00%) and on the contrary only 25,96% of Greek students and graduates will
apply for that position.
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Greece
Other (Chemical Engineer, Information Technology)

5,56%
5,00%
29,63%

Marketing Manager
International Forwarding Operations Coordinator

35,00%
42,59%

10,00%
25,93%

Import Export Manager
Destination Manager

45,00%

22,22%

10,00%

31,48%

Commercial Sales Representative

45,00%

18,52%
15,00%

Administrative Assistant

0,00% 5,00% 10,00% 15,00% 20,00% 25,00% 30,00% 35,00% 40,00% 45,00% 50,00%
STUDENTS

SMEs

Figure 30: Demand and offer of occupations (Greece)
Finally, the Romanian managers find difficulty to recruit suitable candidates for
the position of commercial sale representative (64,71%), as only 38,10% Romanian
students and graduates would prefer this occupation.

Romania
Other (Chemical Engineer, Information Technology)
Marketing Manager

3,17%

17,65%
9,52%

International Forwarding Operations Coordinator

28,57%

17,65%
20,63%
17,65%

Import Export Manager
Destination Manager

35,29%

28,57%

5,88%

38,10%

Commercial Sales Representative
Administrative Assistant
0,00%

11,76%
10,00%

20,00%

STUDENTS

SMEs

64,71%

22,22%
30,00%

40,00%

50,00%

60,00%

Figure 31: Demand and offer of occupations (Romania)
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The last comparative analysis examines the importance of specific competencies
as they were rated by employers of extrovert SMES and level of knowledge of
students and graduates.
As regard the Bulgarian students, the level of knowledge in all the competencies
is relatively high (lowest level of knowledge 3= some knowledge skill/ but
development required), there are still margins for extra development. More
development is required to the competencies of Support Implementation of
Quality Management Systems and Adapt products and services to international
market.

Bulgaria
4,50
4,00
3,50
3,00
2,50
2,00
1,50
1,00
0,50
0,00
Adapt
products
Draw Up
Develop
and
Marketin
New
services
g and
to
Products
Sales
/ Services internati
Plan
onal
market

Support
Impleme
ntation
of
Quality
Manage
ment
Systems

Communi
Organizin
cate
Commerc
Analyse
g and VAT and
Impleme
Build
Manage
participat other tax
ial and
Internati
Customs
nt
Internati ment of
Technical
onal
ing at issues for
Strategic
onal
Supply
law
exhibitio import /
Issues In
Market
Planning
Relations Chain
Foreign
Trends
export
ns
abroad
Language
s

SMEs

3,59

3,95

3,36

3,55

3,82

3,41

3,50

3,68

3,77

2,86

2,68

2,82

STUDENTS

3,67

3,83

4,00

3,33

4,17

3,67

4,17

4,00

3,83

3,33

3,83

3,00

SMEs

STUDENTS

Figure 32: Level of importance according to the employers and level of
knowledge according to students (Bulgaria)
The level of knowledge of the specific competencies of the Greek studentsgraduates is relatively low as most of the competencies require considerable
development. The most development is required to the competencies of
Develop New Products/ Services, Adapt products and services to international
market and Implement Strategic Planning. To those particular competencies,
which are characterized as important for the international business activities the
Greek students and graduates perform a low level of knowledge.
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Greece
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SMEs

4,1

4

3,85

3,75

3,2

3,85

3,5

4,05

3,55

3,85

3

3,1

Students - Graduates

2,60

2,60

2,89

2,37

2,74

2,74

3,20

3,17

2,34

2,57

2,49

2,37

SMEs

Students - Graduates

Figure 33: Level of importance according to the employers and level of
knowledge according to students (Greece)
The same case prevails as we examine Romania. The competencies which need
further development are develop New Products/ Services, adapt products and
services to international market and implement strategic planning.

Romania
5,00
4,00
3,00
2,00
1,00
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/
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s
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SMEs

4,24

4,35

3,59

3,29

3,82

3,94

3,53

4,24

3,41

3,76

3,41

3,12

Students - Graduates

3,04

3,25

3,25

2,95

3,36

3,35

3,84

3,93

3,11

3,29

2,91

2,80

SMEs

Students - Graduates

Figure 34: Level of importance according to the employers and level of
knowledge according to students (Romania)
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8. Focus groups results
In the framework of this report three (3) focus groups were implemented in
Bulgaria, Greece, and Romania (please see ANNEX III) to:
•
take a feed-back from the relevant stakeholders of each country on the
results of the above e-researches at national level,
•
discuss thoroughly the main problems and restrictions that unemployed
individuals and university graduates face in order to work in the field of
international commerce.
The main findings of the above 3 focus groups are:
Bulgaria
The representatives of the Bulgarian SMEs in the focus group gave priority to skills
leading to quick short term results and are inclined to think more like ‘here and
now’ rather than in perspective. In order to go international and to work better
on the foreign markets the Bulgarian SMEs are quite willing to participate in
exhibitions, trade fares, trade missions. This in their opinion gives them better
opportunity to acquaint with the specific market and to establish face-to-face
contacts with local companies for easier entrance on that market on a later
stage. On the other hand the students are not aware of promoting and
supporting services for SMEs like exhibitions, sales advisory, etc.
Bulgarian SMEs have good understanding of the advantages of the digital
marketing but still lack skills in this field. In their opinion the digital environment will
give a lot of advantages for developing their business but most of the companies
shared that they do not have staff that is aware how to do that.
Also, most of the SMEs stated that they have established contacts with their
clients on the foreign markets long time ago and nowadays they do not
undertake risky operations. Nevertheless they shared that they do not have a
long-term perspective for developing their business which they consider as
disadvantage.
Another aspect of the Bulgarian export companies’ profile is that they target their
export to the single EU Market which means that they have relatively easy and
simple procedures and they do not have to comply with a lot of rules and foreign
legislation including customs law and VAT issues.
The students seem to pay higher attention on selling/negotiating comparing to
SMEs, those focused more on market knowledge, adapting products to market
requirements, resilience/persistence. According to the students the
contemporary export operations are result of long-term contracts in supply chain
or industrial cooperation. The students determine the key capabilities for export
experts to be communication, product knowledge, market knowledge and
strategy.
During the discussion companies gave high priority to ensuring payment from
abroad compared and less importance to international financial management.
They narrow the scope of the latter to collecting debts. Sophisticated financial
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instruments and modern pricing techniques are not seen as important issue for
the Bulgarian companies.
As concerns the export activities, export is considered mainly as selling activity,
and limited reference is given to strategy, planning, organizing and innovations.
Greece
As concerns the Greek focus group, the syllabus of the VET course should include
a module regarding certification/validation. Also, it was remarked that the ECTS
units awarded by the Centre of VET and Lifelong Learning (LLL) are equal to the
ECTS units awarded by the Greek institutions of tertiary education. However, there
is no legal framework in Greece that would allow their transfer and use in formal
learning programs. It is observed that there is absence of a specific framework for
matching the two different ECTS categories (VET, HEIs). The prevailing framework
is that EOPPEP certifies VET Private providers. There were many training programs
on Export Expertise but no certification-ISO17024 As a general conclusion,
students do not know the market sector therefore they believe that they are
going to work in managerial positions. However, SMEs want to occupy them in
positions that expand their export activities.
Romania
During the Romanian focus group, the participants provided relevant points of
view in order to unveil an important shortage in terms of skills at the level of
Romanian exporters: the capacity to efficiently asses the own product and the
own target market. Therefore, a need to be addressed for Romanian exporters is
that of improving the skills and tools to better asses, know and understand the
target market.
In this respect, an important gap to be addressed and reduced is represented by
the lack of skills related to data analytics. A more effective and efficient exporter
in Romania would need specialists able to use business & competitive
intelligence tools and procedures to better understand where their product or
service is standing and what market should target. Romanian foreign trade
companies have access to relevant data but they lack skills and proper tools for
data mining and analytics.
The focus group with Business and Academia Representation Bodies session held
by ASE experts of Expovet project revealed that the development of a highprofile curriculum able to deliver well-trained foreign trade professionals in order
to boost the export activity in Romania and to contribute to the growth of export
companies’ sector is a key need for the industries across Romanian business
environment. The study programs should focus on basic commercial skills, on
adjusting the training on issues as lobby, advocacy and the promotion of the
legitimate interests as well as business & competitive intelligence, Big-data and
data mining. Nevertheless, University should contribute to taking students out of
their comfort zone by exposing them to the realities of the export activities and
operations.
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9. 1st Thematic Workshop Conclusions
The 1st Thematic Workshop organized in Bonn at 4th of July 2019, in the
framework of WP2: “Identification of the specific training needs & skills demand”,
with the participation of the whole project partnership and external experts from
different departments of Bibb and the German Office for International Cooperation in Vocational Education and Training, in order to discuss and confirm
the results of this report at transnational level (please see ANNEX IΙΙ).
During the 1st Management Meeting BIBB organized at his premises in Bonn, from
12:00 – 13:00 pm at the 4th July 2019, a seminar called “Brown Bag: VET reform
and the development of higher VET in Greece” to liaise the project activities with
two BIBB wider activity interests: 1) the institutional cooperation between the
German and the Greek Governments in the field of apprenticeship and 2) the
on-going reforms of further VET in Germany.
Attendees of this seminar were all participants to the EXPOVET meeting as well as
10 participants external to the project representing different BIBB departments
and the German Office for International Cooperation in Vocational Education
and Training. Furthermore, the Federal Ministry for Education and Research
(BMBF) was invited. Speakers to the event were Mr Grigoris Zarotiadis Dr. Assoc,
Dean of the Faculty of Economic and Political Sciences, AUTh and Mr Vasileios
Siomadis (Euricon Consultants). The documentation of this brown bag has been
published on BIBB Intranet.
More specific, Mr Vassileios Siomadis presented at the beginning the following
main VET indicators in Greece comparing with EU Average:
• VET students as % of all upper secondary students: 31,5 (GR)/48,0(EU)
• VET work-based students as % of all upper secondary IVET: 10,5(GR)/34,0(EU)
• VET students with direct access to tertiary education as % of all upper
secondary IVET: 81,2(GR)/69,2(EU)
• Short-cycle VET graduates as % of first time tertiary education graduates:
0,0(GR)/9,3(EU)
• % of enterprises providing training: 28,0(GR)/66,0(EU)
• % of employees participating in CVT courses: 16,0(GR)/38,0(EU)
• % of employees in small firms participating in CVT courses: 7,0(GR)/25,0(EU)
• % of employees participating in on-the-job training: 6,0(GR)/20,0(EU)
• Employment rate for IVET graduates: 58,2(GR)/77,2(EU)
Based on these indicators, he continued by presenting the following 2 VET policy
priorities for the period 2016-20 in Greece:
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 revise and re-organise VET in response to current socioeconomic challenges
 to make VET more attractive, of better quality, and viable despite severe
socioeconomic restraints.
Mr Siomadis completed his speech by presenting the following last VET reforms in
Greece:
• 2 laws and a series of implementing provisions were published in 2016 and 2017
• regulating Vocation School Apprenticeship Year, the key element of the
reform;
• setting the quality framework for VET curricula and the quality framework for
apprenticeships
• introducing pilot apprenticeship curricula
• establishing 2 new bodies:
 National Apprenticeship Coordination Committee to coordinate & supervise
the promotion of apprenticeship.
 Regional Public Employment Service Centers to assist finding training places &
follow-up the contract implementation.
Finally, Mr Grigoris Zarotiadis presented the following last developments on
HighVet in Greece:
• The upgrading role of KEDIVIM (ΚΕΔΙΒΙΜ): to provide accredited continuous, lifelong academic education and retraining along with the relevant ECTS / ECVET.
KEDIBIM retains a partial administrative autonomy (the Senate appoints the Board
of Directors).
• Establishing Centers for Vocational Education in the Universities only for
absolvents of Vocational Lyceums So far: in 2019-2020 11 (out of 24) Universities
will provide 60 biannual programs (+ a semester of apprenticeship)
 Strengths:
Inclusion of apprenticeship
Possibility for opening prospects of academic education
 Weaknesses:
Organic and functional integration into the Universities
Funding limitations
• “Universification” of technological educational institutes (TEI) by trying
unsuccessfully until now to transform:
 curricula for vocational and technical tertiary education into university
degrees;
 trainers and educators into academic staff;
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After the lunch break, from 14:00 -15:00, another session took place focused on
the state-of-the-art of higher VET in Bulgaria, Romania & Germany. The main new
developments in the above 3 countries in this field are:
Bulgaria
•
and stay abroad.
• Governments’ VET development strategy is not implemented in time.
• VET Act has changed 27 times since 1999.
• Society/parents prefer their children to study at a uni instead of starting a
vocational education.
• National accreditation organization in Bulgaria is responsible both for VET and
higher VET.
Romania
• The role of Universities in the implementation of a dual education system in
Romania by the end of 2019 is still debated.
• Small postgraduate certificates (20-100 hours), type of Bachelor certificate does
not matter. In Romania is valid is only state certification
 Export: VET centre of excellence in foreign trade (within universals incl. board of
externals).
 There is a similarity to CPD (continued professional development) in Germany
(but this is private and not limited to postgraduate students).
• Society/parents prefer their children to study at a universal instead of starting a
vocational education.
• Accreditation according to Din EN ISO/IEC 17024 standards was given up
because academic staff went on strike.
Germany
Government currently is considering a VET reform, which the main elements are:
• Minimum salary for all apprentices (abt. 500€/month) with option for public
support.
• Alternate for assessment staff of VET exams.
• In Germany they say “höherqualifizierende Berufsausbildung” = “higher
qualifying VET” rather than “higher VET” to make clear the link to VET instead of
academic education, e.g. “professional Bachelor” (EQF 6), “professional Master“
(EQF 7).
• Discussion on permeability between VET and VET, VET and academic
education.
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Finally, a last session focused on the of the 2 surveys and focus groups took place
from 15:00 -17:00 in order to;
• Establish a common overview
• Identify commonalities and differences
•Identify implications for the qualification profile
More specific, Ms May Demertzi from SEVE and Mr Eirini Ouzouni from AUTH
present the initial results from the 2 surveys on SMEs and students - graduates.
After the presentation of these results a final circle of discussion took place
synthesizing the following conclusions:
• The importance of a close cooperation between the countries in order to
discuss common problems and approaches in the field of HighVet.
• National Governments’ VET development strategy is not implemented in time
and is reformed and adapted very quickly.
• National Accreditation Organisation in Bulgaria is responsible both for VET and
higher VET. On the other hand, in Greece, the responsible institutes are separate
institutions.
• Society/parents prefer their children to study at a university instead of starting a
vocational education.
• A discussion on permeability between VET and academic education has
already started in the whole Europe.
• There are significant differences between students and firms with respect to
important skills, and country differences about the appreciation of export career.
• The development of higher VET is the next common challenge on European
level.
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10. Conclusion
This section summarizes the main findings of the report.
As regards the educational background of the extrovert SMEs of our sample the
majority of the Bulgarian employees are university graduates (36,36%), while the
majority of Greek employees (40,00%) have finished the secondary education
while the majority of the Romanian employees (23,53%) have either finished the
secondary education or are university graduates. These findings show a relatively
low educational background of the Greek employees who operate the export
activities. On the other hand, there is an impressive rate of 5,88% Romanian
employees who hold a doctoral degree.
The opinions of Bulgarian, Greek and Romanian employers converge to three
important skills for the growth of international sales of a company:
Export/International Marketing and Market Development, Foreign Language skills
and research and selection of foreign markets (includes supply markets as well as
sales markets).
Other important competencies that the opinion of the sample of SMEs seem to
agree are adapt products and services to international markets and build
international relations.
Examining the sample of students – graduates can be assumed that the majority
of the respondents find a job in the field of export appealing and the main
reason is that they have interest for foreign countries. More particularly, the
Bulgarian students – graduates would like to work as marketing manager, the
Greek students –graduates as an import export manager and the Romanian
students - graduates as a commercial and sales representative.
The average level of knowledge of the examined skills of the Bulgarian students –
graduates is 3,74 and of the Romanian students – graduates is 3,26 , meaning
that they feel that they have some knowledge/skill but more development is
required. As a general conclusion, they feel more confident and also more
familiar with these skills. On the other hand, the average level of knowledge of
the Greek students – graduates is 2,67, meaning that they feel they have a little
knowledge/skill and considerable development is required. This low rate means
that Greek students – graduates need more exercise as regards the particular
skills and that they are not familiar with these terms.
Moreover the results of the 3 comparative analyses, shows that:


The perception of students and graduates about the necessary
specialties/tasks and skills in order to promote SMEs’ internalization do not
completely match to what the market really needs. For example,
employers from all three examined countries have rated the specialty/task
of Research and Selection of Foreign Markets (includes supply markets as
well as sales markets) high, while only the Romanian students – graduates
share this view.
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There are significant differences between the demanded and offered
occupations, such as the occupation of Marketing Manager in Bulgaria,
Export Manager in Greece, and Commercial Sale Representative in
Romania.
There are also common differentiations among SMEs and Students in the
three countries about the level of importance of specific competencies,
such as: a) Develop New Products/ Services, b) Adapt products and
Services to international market, and c) Implement Strategic Planning,

As concerns the focus groups organized in the three countries, the main
additional results are:







The syllabus of the VET course should include a module regarding
certification/validation.
An important gap to be addressed and reduced is represented by the
lack of skills related to data analytics.
There is absence of a specific framework for matching the two different
ECTS categories (VET, HEIs).
The study programs should focus on basic commercial skills, on adjusting
the training on issues as lobby, advocacy and the promotion of the
legitimate interests as well as business & competitive intelligence,
A general conclusion from the focus groups is that the students do not
know the market sector therefore they believe that they are going to work
in managerial positions. However, SMEs want to occupy them in positions
that expand their export activities.

Finally, the main conclusions of the 1st Thematic Workshop organized by Bibb in
Bonn at 4 of July 2019 are:








National Governments’ VET development strategy is not implemented in
time and is reformed and adapted very quickly.
There separate national accreditation bodies for VET and higher VET.
Society/parents prefer their children to study at a university instead of
starting a vocational education.
A discussion on permeability between VET and academic education has
already started in the whole Europe.
There are significant differences between students and firms with respect
to important skills, and country differences about the appreciation of
export career.
The development of higher VET is the next common challenge on
European level.
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ANNEX I (Questionnaire of the specific skills demand of SMEs on
issues concerning their internationalization)
Dear Participant,
The 2-years Erasmus+ project titled: “Joint VET Course for Export Experts –
EXPOVET” aims at developing a 1-year joint higher VET course (Level 6 of EQF) in
the field of international commerce for unemployed individuals and University
graduates from economic & business disciplines. With this project, we aim at
developing

a

targeted

upskilling

training

offer,

promoting

business

internationalization and strengthening the transnational networking between
Higher Education Institutes, Vocational Training Providers at tertiary level and
labor market. The specific qualification would be offered by universities or training
institutes affiliated to universities.
The project is implemented by a transnational partnership consisted of Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki (AUTh)-Greece, as a Lead Partner, Federal Institute for
Vocational Education & Training (BIBB)-Germany, Greek Exporters Association
(SEVE) -Greece, Euricon Consultants-Greece, University of National and World
Economy (UNWE)-Bulgaria, Bucharest University of Economic Studies-Romania,
and Association of Economic Universities of South - East Europe & Black Sea Area
(ASECU)-Greece.
This questionnaire is an essential part of our project as it is the basis to identify the
specific SMEs’ skills demand in the field of international commerce as regards
university graduates and unemployed people in general. Your participation is
thus very valuable for us to identify better this specific skills demand and
strengthen the links between education and labour market.
In any case, your participation is voluntary and you are free to withdraw from the
study without prior notice at any given time. All the responses and the data you
provide will be kept confidential and will be analysed solely for statistical
purposes in the context of the project to develop scientific articles and technical
reports.
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SECTION A. Consent form
To proceed with the survey completion, please read the following terms carefully
and mark the relevant boxes as appropriate in case you agree.


I accept and agree the data provided through the interview to be quoted
in publications, reports, web pages, and other research outputs.



I have informed that my personal and company details will be used only
for research reasons and will remain anonymous.



I permit to other authorised researchers to use my data in publications,
reports, web pages, and other research outputs, only if they agree to
preserve the confidentiality of the information as requested in this form.



I give my permission that will be deposited at the Greek Exporters
Association’s Google Drive so to be used for future research and learning.

SECTION B. Company’s information
B.1 Company’s details
Name of the company: ……………………………….
Current position in the company: ……………………
Address: ……………………….
City: ………………………..
Tel. …………………
e-mail: ……………….
Country:


Bulgaria



Greece



Romania
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B.2 Which business sector best describes your company’s activity? (One choice)


Food and beverages



Agricultural



Chemicals- Plastic –Cosmetics – Pharmaceuticals



Machinery



Electronics



Textile – Clothing- Footwear



Metallurgy



Wood- Paper



Stone- Ceramic – Glass



Leather – Fur



Other (please specify)…………………………………

B.2 How many staff members does your company have today? (one choice)


Less than 10



11 to 50



51 to 250



More than 250


B.3 Which is the type of employment of your staff members?
0-25%

25%-50%

50%-75%

75%-100%

Permanent
Temporary
Full time
Part time
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B.4 When was the year your company founded?
Short paragraph
B.5 How much is the annual turnover of your company? (one choice)


Less than 2 million



Between 2 million and 10 million



Between 10 million and 50 million



Over than 50 million

B.6 What is the percentage of exports on the total turnover? (one choice)


Less than 10%



Between 11% to 25%



Between 26% to 50%



Between 51% to 75%



Between 75% to 100%

B.7 Does your company have an organized or stand-alone export department?


Yes



No

B.7.1 If your answer is yes, please clarify how much staff there is at the export
department:
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Between 1 to 3 people



4 to 7 people



8 to 10 people



More than 10 people
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B.7.2 If your answer is no, please clarify how many people are usually involved in
export business activities:


Between 1 to 3 people



4 to 7 people



8 to 10 people



More than 10 people

SECTION C. Company’s skills demand
C.1 What is the educational background of your current staff? (please fill out the
percentage for each level)
0-25%

25-50%

50%-75%

75%100%

Secondary education
Graduate

vocational

training
University graduate
Postgraduate
Doctoral degree

C.2 Which of the following specialties/tasks are necessary for the growth of your
company’s exports? (please choose more than one if necessary)


Export/ International Marketing and Market Development



Research and selection of Foreign markets (includes supply markets as well
as sales markets)



Digital Marketing



Import-export procedures (Ensure the effective issuing of permits and
licenses in export processes)



International and combined transport (international logistics)



VAT and other tax issues for import / export



Customs procedures and e-customs



International Financial Management



Ensure payment from abroad
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Risk Management



Organizing and participating at exhibitions abroad



Innovation skills (research and development, design new products)



International Strategic Management



International Business Negotiations (including allowance and price
negotiations with international customers)



Sales advisory service for international customers



Trading law



Foreign language skills



Intercultural knowledge and understanding, e.g. different mentalities &
manners



Other (please specify)

C.3 Which degree fits more to your company?
(1 not much, 5 very much)
1

2

3

4

5

Economic
Marketing and Business Administration
Polytechnic - Engineer
Legal – Law School
Mathematic
Other (please specify)
C.4 For which occupations you find difficulty recruiting the suitable candidate?
(please choose more than one if necessary). You can find the classification of
occupations of European Commission here.






Destination Manager
Import Export Manager
Commercial Sales Representative
International Forwarding Operations Coordinator
Marketing Manager



Administrative Assistant



Other (please specify)…………………………………
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C.5 Taking into consideration your international business activities, how important
are the following skills for your company?
(1 not important, 5 very important)
N/
A

1

2

3

4

5

1. Develop New Products/ Services
2. Adapt products and services to international
market
3. Draw Up Marketing and Sales Plan
4. Support Implementation of Quality
Management Systems
5. Analyse International Market Trends
6. Implement Strategic Planning
7. Communicate Commercial and Technical
Issues In Foreign Languages
8. Build International Relations
9. Management of Supply Chain
10. Organizing and participating at exhibitions
abroad
11. VAT and other tax issues for import / export
12. Customs law
13. Other (please specify below)
__________________________
C.6 Does your company have human resource development activities?



Yes
No

If yes, please specify the way :





Internally, provided by the company’s employers
Outsourced, training, seminars, conferences, consultancy outside the
company
Outsourced, training, seminars, conferences, consultancy within the
company
Combined per defined needs

C.7 Are you planning to employ new staff in the near future?



Yes
No
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ANNEX II (Questionnaire for the special training needs of the High
Education students and graduates in the field of international
commerce)
Dear Participant,
The 2-years Erasmus+ project titled: “Joint VET Course for Export Experts –
EXPOVET” aims at developing a 1-year joint higher VET course (Level 6 of EQF) in
the field of international commerce for unemployed individuals and University
graduates from economic & business disciplines. With this project, we aim at
developing

a

targeted

upskilling

training

offer,

promoting

business

internationalization and strengthening the transnational networking between
Higher Education Institutes, Vocational Training Providers at tertiary level and
labor market. The specific qualification would be offered by universities or training
institutes affiliated to universities.
The project is implemented by a transnational partnership consisted of Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki (AUTh)-Greece, as a Lead Partner, Federal Institute for
Vocational Education & Training (BIBB)-Germany, Greek Exporters Association
(SEVE) -Greece, Euricon Consultants-Greece, University of National and World
Economy (UNWE)-Bulgaria, Bucharest University of Economic Studies-Romania,
and Association of Economic Universities of South - East Europe & Black Sea Area
(ASECU)-Greece.
This questionnaire is an essential part of our project as it is the basis to identify the
specific training needs of the High Education students and graduates in the field
of international commerce for SMEs’. Your participation is thus very valuable for
us to identify better these specific needs and strengthen the links between
education and labour market.
In any case, your participation is voluntary and you are free to withdraw from the
study without prior notice at any given time. All the responses and the data you
provide will be kept confidential and will be analysed solely for statistical
purposes in the context of the project to develop scientific articles and technical
reports.
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SECTION A. Consent form
To proceed with the survey completion, please read the following terms carefully
and mark the relevant boxes as appropriate in case you agree.


I accept and agree the data provided through the interview to be quoted
in publications, reports, web pages, and other research outputs.



I am informed that my personal details will be used only for research
reasons and will remain anonymous.



I permit to other authorised researchers to use my data in publications,
reports, web pages, and other research outputs, only if they agree to
preserve the confidentiality of the information as requested in this form.



I give my permission that will be deposited at the Greek Exporters
Association’s Google Drive so to be used for future research and learning.

SECTION B. Participant information
B.1 Participant details
Age:……….
City: ………………………..
Tel. …………………
e-mail: ……………….
Country:


Bulgaria



Greece



Romania
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B.2 Please state the educational institution you are currently studying.
Name:
Country:
B.3 What degree are you currently pursuing?


High School Diploma



Certificate of Vocational Training



Bachelor



Master



PhD



I do not study at the moment

B.2 Which is the field of your studies?


Economic Studies



Business Administration Studies



Engineering Studies



Legal Studies



Exact Sciences



Other (please specify)

SECTION C. Special training needs of the High Education students and graduates
C.1 Do you find appealing a job in the field of export?


Yes



No

C.2 For which reasons you find appealing a job in the field of exports?


Growing sector of activity



Interest for foreign countries



Positive job perspective



Support local/regional/national economy



Higher salary



Other

C.3 Do you have any work experience in the field of international commerce?


Yes
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No

If you answer yes please specify the time of your work experience:


Less than 6 months



6 months to 1 year



1 year to 2 years



More than 2 years

C.4 Please rate the importance of the following specialties/tasks in order to work
in the field of export?
1= Not Important
2= Not Very Important
3= Somewhat Important
4= Important
5= Very Important
1

2

3

4

5

Export/ International Marketing and Market
Development
Research and selection of Foreign markets
(includes supply markets as well as sales
markets)
Digital Marketing
Import-export

procedures

(Ensure

the

effective issuing of permits and licenses in
export processes)
International

and

combined

transport

(international logistics)
VAT and other tax issues for import / export
Customs procedures and e-customs
International Financial Management
Ensure payment from abroad
Risk Management
Organizing and participating at exhibitions
abroad
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Innovation

skills

(research

and

development, design new products)
International Strategic Management
International
(including

Business
allowance

Negotiations
and

price

negotiations with international customers)
Sales advisory service for international
customers
Trading law
Foreign language skills
Intercultural

knowledge

and

understanding, e.g. different mentalities &
manners
Other (please specify)

C.5 Which of the following occupations are you more likely to pursue in the
future? (please choose more than one if necessary). You can find the
classification of occupations of European Commission here.






Destination Manager
Import Export Manager
Commercial Sales Representative
International Forwarding Operations Coordinator
Marketing Manager



Administrative Assistant



Other (please specify)…………………………………

C.6 Please rate your level of knowledge in each of the competencies sections
below using a scale of 1-5.
1 = No knowledge/skill
2 = A little knowledge/skill but considerable development required
3 = Some knowledge/skill but development required
4 = Good level of knowledge displayed, with a little development required
5 = Fully knowledgeable/skilled no/very little development required
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1

2

3

4

5

1. Develop New Products/ Services
2. Adapt products and services to international
market
3. Draw Up Marketing and Sales Plan
4. Support Implementation of Quality
Management Systems
5. Analyse International Market Trends
6. Implement Strategic Planning
7. Communicate Commercial and Technical
Issues In Foreign Languages
8. Build International Relations
9. Management of Supply Chain
10. Organizing and participating at exhibitions
abroad
11. VAT and other tax issues for import / export
12. Customs law
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